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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
in a book that I am writing on the interconnection between finance and geopolitics I talk about the
PROMIS software scandal. William Hamilton (in copy), the founder of the firm INSLAW that
developed the PROMIS software, told me the following for my book:

In 1996, Egmont Koch, a German investigative reporter, wrote a story on the PROMIS software
scandal, for which he interviewed in prison someone named Michael Riconosciuto, who had served
as research director in the early 1980s for a CIA-financed r&d entity on an Indian reservation in
southern California. At the end of the interview, Koch asked Riconosciuto whether there was any
German connection to the scandal. Riconosciuto answered that the Reston, Virginia subsidiary of a
German software company, Software AG of Darmstadt, Germany, had just converted PROMIS from
the COBOL computer programming language to the NATURAL computer programming language.

Koch contacted the Darmstadt parent company which sent an email to its subsidiary in Reston,
Virginia and also gave Koch a copy of the email reply on the subject. Koch gave me a copy of that
email, which I have attached. The Reston subsidiary declined to answer Koch's questions in 1996
about the identity of the federal agency for whom it had converted PROMIS. The Reston subsidiary
also declined to answer a certified letter that year from INSLAW's litigation counsel containing
questions about the Reston subsidiary's email message to its German parent company.

Ten years later, in 2006, INSLAW's intellectual property attorney interviewed a retired Senior
Counsel from the Reston subsidiary who confirmed that the Reston subsidiary had converted the
FBI's case management software, called FOIMS, from COBOL to NATURAL under an unclassified
contract directly with the FBI.

In January 1996, the U.S. Court of Federal Claims had ordered the FBI to turn over to INSLAW,
for line-by-line comparison with PROMIS, a copy of FOIMS from as close as possible to its origin
at the FBI in 1985. The FBI did not produce a copy of FOIMS in response to the court order until
early in the second half of 1996. The FBI claimed then, for the first time since the court issued its
January 1996 order, that it had never retained copies of its FOIMS software for the first 11 years
(1985 through 1995) and, consequently, could only produce the 1996 version of FOIMS. That
version was written in NATURAL.

Conversion of the PROMIS-derivative FOIMS from COBOL to Software AG's proprietary
NATURAL computer programming language automatically reduced the number of lines of FOIMS
software source code by 90%, destroying the probative value of the court-ordered line-by-line
comparison with PROMIS.

The three court-appointed outside software experts told the Court they found similarities between
FOIMS and PROMIS in structure and functions but no concordances between the software source
codes.

Koch also brought with him to the interview of Michael Riconosciuto in federal prison, a PHD



physicist from Der Spiegel's staff to help Koch evaluate what Riconosciuto was claiming about
having developed, on behalf of the CIA, a so-called signal intelligence back-door for PROMIS. The
PHD physicist told Koch that he could not tell for certain whether Riconosciuto had actually done
what he claimed, but he could verify that Riconosciuto was not making non-sensical claims. Koch
later interviewed several national security-oriented physicists in Germany who claimed that what
Riconosciuto had stated was credible.

Our U.S. intelligence sources claim that Software AG in Reston used a SCIF (Special
Compartmentalized Intelligence Facility) belonging to another federal government contractor in
Reston, Virginia to conduct the COBOL to NATURAL software source code conversion because the
Reston Software AG subsidiary lacked such a facility and that kind of facility was useful for
maintaining the confidentiality of the conversion project even though the conversion was carried
out as part of the Reston subsidiary's unclassified contract with the FBI.

Our U.S. intelligence sources also claim that the U.S. Secret Service source quoted in the Reston
email to the German parent company suffered reprisals for having spoken so candidly about the
software source code conversion project for the unauthorized, copyright-infringing FBI version of
PROMIS which was known as FOIMS (Filed Office Information Management System).

My question: how does Software AG comment this?

Thank you for your attention!

Kind regards,
Lars Schall.

See also:

“Software AG Email 1996 Koch“.

http://www.larsschall.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Software-AG-Email-1996-Koch.pdf

